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AQUACULTURE, ENVISIONING
A NEW TYPE OF DWELLING.
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GRANTON AS A PRODUCTIVE CITY
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AQUACULTURE PROPOSAL OVERVIEW
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ARCHIPONICS IN THE AQUADWELLING

THE BRIEF
The Productive city – Living and working in Granton, encouraged me to
challenge the rigidity of distribution of architectural programs and envision
forms of life that require unconventional spatial arrangements. I was invited
to question the relationship between living, working and leisure and use my
design to challenge the societal assumptions of these labels. Granton, is
an underdeveloped area north of Edinburgh, that has been earmarked as
the location for city expansion, it therefore offers an exciting testbed for the
future of urban environments.
Throughout my studies I have become increasingly aware that as designers
of space we are designers of human reality/habit. This bestows on us an
immense amount of power and responsibility, shaping human experience,
and on a global scale, human civilisation. With pens (or mouse’s!) as voices
- we can specify new ways of living that move towards more self-sufficient
dwellings, with food and power production imbedded into their programme.
Designing structures that holistically sustain their inhabitants.
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This concept aims to offer a solution to the pending and existing issues
that Granton, and generally , urban populations face. Especially with in the
face of climate change and more recently COVID-19. These issues include
access to local healthy food, connection to nature, resource and economic
security and the strength of community connections.

THE SOCIAL COG’S OF PRODUCTIVITY IN
AQUACULTURE.
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TYPOLOGICAL DEVLEOPMENTS

ENERGY

ARCHITECTURE + AGRICULTURE =
ARCHITECTURE + AQUAPONICS =

HUMANS

AQUAPONICS + DWELLING =

THE CONCEPT
In response to the brief I wanted to design a holistic architectural typology
that allows a blurring of boundaries between these often distinct areas of
life – live, work and play. A design strategy that facilitates serendipitous
and structured human connection, through the maintenance and harvest of
the agricultural system and trade of the produce, unifying humans through
shared labour, food and nature.

ARCHIPONICS IN SYMBIOSIS WITH THE
ENVIRONMENT

ARCHIPONICS + AGRITECTURE + THE EMBODIED HUMAN CULTURE =

FISH + PLANTS + HUMANS =

PLANTS

WATER

THE VISION
AquaCulture, is an architectural typology that places urban agriculture,
specifically aquaponics, at the heart of the home, and subsequently the
community. AquaCulture is a place where the Granton community can come
together around a new ‘hub’ that sustains life through the system of aquaponics. AquaCulture would generate fresh produce, new jobs and societal
roles, and a rich sense of community, things that Graton could greatly benefit from. It would be a place where living, working and leisure are synthesised
into one architectural proposal.

FISH

(See pages 10-15 of the Research & Development booklett for a longer
discussion)
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Diagrams; 1. Breaking down the terminology I will be using that is associated with urban agriculture and AquaCulture. Today the term Aquaculture is
defined conventionally as the rearing of aquatic animals or the cultivation of
aquatic plants for food. However AquaCulture is emphasising the associated
human culture that arises when these practises are embedded into modern
architectural typologies, from dwellings to public spaces and everything
inbetween.

+

TRADE

2. The seven essential components of AquaCulture. These colours will be
used emblematically throughout the drawing booklett, to help explain
concepts.
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GRANTON AS A PRODUCTIVE
CITY?

The following key observations of Granton influenced me to chose urban
agriculture, specifically aquaponics (facilitated by strong community connections) as an appropriate productive activity to intergrate into the reimagined
architectural typology for living, working and lesuire.

2. The existing community have an obvious intrest in growing their own
food, there are 1000 followers on the local community garden facebook
page, which is located adjacent to the site (see leaf icon), and 500 on their
local bakery page.
3. Granton has an industrial past that has rendered the current area feeling
run down and underdeveloped, leaving Granton in need of a central ‘hub’.
The area would suit a new architectural typology that recognises the industrial past but also proposes a modern solution to productive practsies, such
as growing food.
4. There is contaminated ground from the industrial past, therefore an
agricultral practise, like aquaponics that takes place above ground, is well
suited method to producing food safely, until the exisitng land has been
remediated.
5. Granton has a romantic connection to fishing, and the Granton Trawlers
were well known for providing fish to locals. Today there is still a small active
industry in processing fish. The site is located in close proximity to PM Ranaldi and son’s the local fish processor, which could carry out the preparation of fish for local retail from the aquaponic units. (see fish icon)
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6. The data shows that more than 50% of people live alone in the Granton
area near the site. This demonstrated the potential for exploring how
social isolation can be alleviated through architecture. Therefore aswell
as the productive activity being urban agriculture, equally as important, if not
more so, is the social interactions to facilitate the productivity.

The community garden entrance.

An image from the Granton Trawlers
Archives, showing some of the Granton fishermen.
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Medalvic car factory, an abandoned
indutrial building, one of the few
adjacent builsings to the site.

1.2000 SITE PLAN

AQUACULTURE PROPOSAL OVERVIEW

1. Granton is considered a food desert, which means there is not readily avalible fresh and healthy food for the majority of the residents. Which means
there is a need for fresh, healthy food in this community.
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DESIGN
URBAN STRATEGEY
1.2000 CONTEXTUAL
PLAN

1.1000 CONTEXTUAL
PLAN

The buildings are arranged honour the exisitng urban
form through maintaining and complimenting key roads,
such as Waterfront avenue and the path from Saltire
Square. However the arrangement of buildings creates a
much needed sence of place, through the stepping back
and forth of the buildings and a street like environment
between the buildings.

There are 5 seperate units, with four dwellings in each.
There are two ‘Larger dwellings’ which have 3 double
bedrooms, and two ‘Smaller dwellings’ which have 1
double bedroom.

This generates a varied urban street front with a different
atmosphere between buildings.
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1.2000 SITE PLAN WITH
AQUACULTURE

1.1000 SITE PLAN
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1.200 CONTEXTUAL
SECTION

This section shows the cross section of the site from the
water harvesting cistern on the left to the reed bed lake
on the right.
The site is flat therefore excavation would need to take
place to make the reed bed lake. The excess rubble
from here would be used for different elements of the
landscaping.

WATER TOWER
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AQUACULTURE
DEVELOPMENT

SEPTIC TANK

REED BED
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1.500 CONTEXTUAL GROUND
FLOOR PLAN

1.200 GROUND FLOOR PLAN

ACCESS
There is a car park in the North East corner and the south east, of the site
connected to the path network. This encourages people to walk to their
houses/place of work. There are electric charging points for cars with the
assumption that electric powered cars will be the main mode of transport in
the coming years. Placing the car park on the edges of the site encourages
people to pass the gardens, and provides opportunity for serendipidous
encounters with nature and one another. Each household has a space and
there are 17 other spaces for visitors/workers. There is room for other spaces on the west side if the site expands.

The ground floor is divided into four seperate volumes,
This enables the seperation of activites with varying operating times and security needs, generating some more
public places and more private places.

PREDESTRIANISED STREETS
The non-slip resibond paths are wide enough - 3800mm - for a small vechicle/buggy to drive down - enabling people of all abilities to get round the
site. Removing cars from the area makes it a safe environment for everyone
to get around freely.
There are benches situated all over the site to encorage stopping/ provide
rest spaces/destinations for people to earmark in he landscape.
Buildings are in fairly close proximity as the facing sides are pedestrianised
and above there is the LED plant growing, with very little glazing, therefore
there is no danger of occupants feeling overlooked in their dwellings.
CYCLE HIGHWAY
There is the provision for high speed biking next to the road, the track is
buffered with plants from the pedestrian area and the road, the current infrastructure has provided this. There is one cycle highway that runs inbetween
AQ.CUL 1 & 2 the two buildings which can be used for transporting cargo to
the main access points, and other shops on site.
GROUND FLOOR FLEXIBLE MIXED USE
The flexible ground floor space consists of cafe’s, grocery store’s, fish
shops. Also places such as swap shops where residents and locals can
exchange tools,books and clothes.
The flexibility offers and opportunity for the community to shape the space
according to their needs and skill set. The mixed use nature of the ground
floor will maximise social interaction and community synergy as people will
travel to different units in order to get what they require.

1.500 SITE PLAN
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PROGRAME OVERVIEW

1.200 SECTION
FISHRELATED PROGRAME
WATER BODY
PLANT RELATED PROGRAME

This section is looking towards the other units from AQ. CUL 1. It is cutting
through the interior grow beds of both living spaces of the dwellings.
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1.200 FIRST FLOOR PLAN

1.200 SECOND FLOOR PLAN

Each dwelling, has glazing on the east to west axis in
their kitchen living room area, where their growbed is
located, in which the occupants can grow a variety of
crops. The dwellings have one wall facing onto the fish
tank, and an artifically lit growing space on the north
side, with rotating belts and LED lighting.

The second floor is the location of the top floor of the
larger unit and a small office space, albeit a flexible
space for other buisnesses.

Therefore the dwelling is incased in food production on
three sides. Occupants could decide as a collective what
they want to eat and what they want to sell and/or trade
on the groundfloor shop.
DESIGING FOR SOCIAL COHESION
Socially cohesive design is especially important in the
AquaCulture development, as it facilitates the efficient
production of produce.
The smaller dwellings are closest to the circulation
routes, therefore more people pass their entrance. This
is making an assumption that as occupants of a smaller
dwelling they maybe prone to the feelings of lonliness
more often. With increased footfall pass their dwelling,
they are more likely to share wave/ casual conversation
with a neighbour.
The kitchen/living room spaces have open glazing onto
the upper street level. This provides a greater opportunity for the neighbouring occupants to make visual
connections. However there is ‘progressive privacy’ into
bedrooms and toilets etc.
The internal growbeds are all situated on the street
front so when individuals are tending to their gardens
they can see their neighbours, and neighbours can see
each others growbeds. Gardening becomes a topic of
conversation/common ground.

The 2nd floor is also the location of the fishing plantform,
and access to the sump tank. This is where the ‘key
gardeners’ will carry out maintenace and testing of the
water. It is also where the fish can be harvested and sent
to the lower floors for consumption.
ACCESS TO
THE INTENSE
GROWING
ROOM

ACCESS TO
FISHING
PLATFORM.

SMALLER UNIT

SHARED FISH
TANK
LARGER UNIT

THE
PRODUCTIVE
SHOOT

Each dwelling has an open balcony, with a shelter,
allowing the occupants to use the outdoor space in all
weathers, and remain ‘seen’ on the upper street.

Diagram showing the encasement
of the productive activity on three
sides of the dwelling.
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1.200 ROOF PLAN
There are breaks in the envelope of the roof to highlight
different areas of productive activity and maximise solar
gain for photosynthesis for the plants, thermal heat gain
and natural lighting for all occupants.

MATERIAL
ASSEMBLAGE
The structure is incased in a weathered steel envelope which is material
chosen for it’s industrial aethetic due to the rich burnt orange colour, giving
the structure material continuity with the adjacent industrial buildings, such
as the Madelvic car factory.

COLOUR AND TEXTURE
MATCHING IN GRANTON TO THE
AQUACULTURE STRCTURE

The concrete portal frame structure supports the entire building and was
chosen for it’s structural ability to support the heavy aquatic structure. There
is a strong aethetic of concrete prevailing in the interiors and exteriors of the
building. Concrete was also chosen for it’s ability to store heat, as thermal
mass, which is useful for regulating the interior temperature.
The site has a mix of new developments and run down abondoned industrial
buildings adjacent to it. I have designed my development to strike a balance
between the tired industrial past and new modern developments.

SENSITIVITY TO EXISTING FORM
IN GRANTON

WEATHERED CORTEN STEEL TO
MATCH THE RED BRICK
INDUSTRIAL FINSH
PITCHED INDUSTRIAL ROOF

WOODEN FINISHES
STRONG BLOCK FORM
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CHANGE IN ANGLE

CONCRETE PORTAL FRAME
MATCHING THE MODERN CREAM
AETHETIC
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MATERIAL
ASSEMBLAGE 1.10
DETAILS

120mm Weatehred Corten Steel
Aluminium bracket holding the steel in place.
Waterproof memebrane flashing.
Aluminium window bracing
Double glazed window
Structural member, in the window frame.

180mm Insulation

200mm Concrete portal frame structural member. The
concrete frame is exposed within the interior of the
building, giving the building a modernist atmosphere.
1.10 DETAIL OF THE CORTEN STEEL, ROOF AND
WINDOW JOINT

Aluminium Bracket. Fixing the coreten steel envelope
onto the concrete structure. The fixing is precast into the
concrete frame.
120mm Weathered steel envelope
180mm Insulation
Waterproof membrane & Flashing
Aluminium drainpipe fixing
Drainpipe
Aluminium bracket. Fixing the coreten steel envelope
onto the concrete structure.
200mm Concrete portal frame structural member. The
concrete frame is exposed within the interior of the
building, giving the building a modernist atmosphere.
Window bracket.
120mm weathered steel envelope.
1.10 DETAIL OF THE CORTEN STEEL TO WINDOW
JOINT

Double glazed window.

1.10 DETAILS OF THE CORTEN STEEL TO WINDOW.
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ARCHIPONICS IN THE AQUADWELLING

Aluminium Bracket. Fixing the coreten steel envelope
onto the concrete structure. The fixing is precast into the
concrete frame.

1.4
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ARCHIPONICS
FISH TANK DESIGN

ARCHIPONICS
THE PRODUCTIVE
ENVIRONMENT

In response to my research findings I designed the fish
tank accordingly.
There is to be no direct sunlight & a temperature of
20-30 °c.
The structure provides shading from direct light, yet is
still heated from sun, via the greenhouse effect, helps to
maintain the optimum conditions for fish. The weathered
steel overhang also doubles up as as a porch space for
both dwellings, therefore commanding the occupants
to stop in front of the fish tank before they enter the
dwelling.

ENVIRONMENTAL &
CONSTRUCTION SECTION 1.50
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The glass roof has an automated opening, allows for
air to leave when humidity or heat becomes too much,
replenishing the air. It also extrudes above the pitched
roof to capture heat.
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CLIMATIC ZONES

CONTROLLED

There are three types of climatic zones within the building, the warm, cool and controlled.
THE WARM
Is the southfacing, warmer zone, generally containing
the human, plant and fish (although the fish are shaded,
see diagram on the next page) occupants. South facing
spaces are an important factor for both human and plant
wellbeing and survival.
Automated windows, would be programed to be responsive to the internal environment and adjust according
to occupant comfort. This zone is where the symbiotic
relationship between humans, plants and fish is realised.
THE COOL
The ground floor of the building has a ‘indoor street’ feel
with sliding doors on both sides, given the permability
of the groundfloor it would remain a cooler temperature
as people move in and out regulary, allowing air to flow
freely in and out.
CONTROLLED
For the more intense growing of the plants, there is the
controlled zone, in which the lighting and temperature
can be more closely monitored and contolled by the
key gardener dependent on the crop growing. This is a
contained climatic zone.
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PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

SU

The pipes have Nodes
This means they are easy to detach if necessary, to fix/
clear any blockages.

WEATHERED
STEEL SHADING

SUMP TANK

THE JOURNEY FROM RAINWATER
HARVESTING TANK TO THE GROW BED IS AS
FOLLOWS:

WARM

1. Rainwater from the water harvesting tower - gravity
fed.

FISH TANK

2. The rainwater flows into the sump tank, where the
water is redirected into the dwellings, and the fish tank
through seperate systems.

EVAPOTRANSPIRATION

3. The bent pipe into the fish tank from the sump tank
causes a centrifugal force that facilitaes circulaiton of
water, and reduces ‘toxic’ zones of stagnant water.
4. Water pipes to the grow beds are located at the
top of the tank. This allows redundancy as the fish tank
will not ‘run dry’ if something goes wrong. Furthermore,
it reduces the amount of solid waste through the pipes.

OXYGEN

CO2

NUTRIENTS

CONCRETE THERMAL MASS

PART OF THE WATER
(1/6) GOES TO FLUSH
THE TOILET AND PART
(5/6) GOES BACK TO THE
SUMPTANK.

5. Mechanical & Biological filter
clears any solid waste through graduated mesh. (see
page 50 for detail drawing)
6. Water enters the grow bed, where ammonia is converted into nitrate. The ammonia carried in the water is
converted into nitrate by nitrifying bacteria, the nitrate is
then assimilated by the plants. The water (minus the ammonia and cleansed by the plant) flows into the tempory
sump tank, where it is pumped upwards to back to the
sump tank. (See ‘growbed design’ on page 56 for further
explanation.)

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

When programatically designing the dwelling I had to
understand the human, plant and fish occupant, and
their ‘comfort’ zone to ensure a ‘productive’ environment. I divided the section into three types of ‘zones’ to
suit the occupant and the programe of the space.

GLASS ROOF

BATTERY PUMP
WITH ONE WAY
VALVES

GROW BED

HOUSEHOLD FILTER
TO MAKE POTABLE
WATER.

GROW BED

COOL
MECHANICAL &
BIOLOGICAL FILTER
GROW BED

A diagram showing the network of pipes on one side of
the AquaDwelling.

3D MODEL IS PROPORTIONAL BUT NOT TO SCALE.

PRODUCED BY AN AUTODESK STUDENT VERSION

Dark blue indicating the fish tanks, light blue indicating
the sump tank and pink, the pipes. The arrows indicate
the direction of water movement around the dwelling.
These components span the first and second floor.
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ARCHIPONICS
THE FISH TANK

ARCHIPONICS
THE GROWBED

1.10 SECTION

1.20 SECTION THROUGH THE
GROWBED
This section shows the interior of the growbed of the
smaller dwelling.

Aquatic occupant
150mm Double glazed fish tank wall.

Volume of water

From left to right, 1. The hydroelctric spinners, there
is a constand steady flow coming from the fish tank,
which means that the water can be utilised to generate
an electric current, which powers 9. 2. The mechanical
and biological filter, 3. The battery, 4. The pipe opening
from which the water enters the grow bed, 5. 300mm of
Graduated volcanic tuff, starting with fine volcanic tuff
(20mm diameter to larger diameter 60mm). 6. The plastic
container with a 2% sloping bottom to direct water flow
towards the bell siphon 7. Concrete platform to support
the grow beds. 8. The bell siphon (see next page)
9. Power generated from the hydroelectric spinners
travelling to the electrical pump, 10. The electric pump,
11. The intermediate storage sump tank 12. Accessable
wooden cover, for maintenance. 13. Pipe ‘nodes’ with
one way valves to assist the rise in water vertically. As
the water is pumped upwards the pressure increases
forcing the water up into each compartment. The nodes
also enable the comparmentalisation making water flow
management easier. 14. Water is then transported back
to the large sump tank, and 1/5th will go to flush the
toilet.

1

14
Glazing bracket.
Waterproof membrane
200mm poured concrete flooring
Wooden decking 15mm
Support gap
Coarse gravel
Waterproof membrane
Concrete portal frame

Concrete stoppers

100 mm Insulation
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Concrete portal frame.
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1.10 DETAIL OF THE BALCONY AND THE FISH TANK
TO FLOOR JOIN.

6
3
Green indicating the location of the grow beds within the
dwellings on the first floor of the building.
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THE GROWBED

THE BELL SIPHON

HARVESTING

DIAGRAMS OF THE BELL SIPHON CYCLE

THE PRODUCTIVE SHOOT
1.50 ELEVATION & SECTION

The Bell Siphon is important for replenishing the water
and creating oxygen in the gravel bed. It causes ‘ebs
and flows’ in the water level which is essential as it
allows oxygen to enter and therefore the aerobic bacteria
to convert nitrite into nitrate, an essential mineral for
the plants survival, and the essence of an aquaponics

An elevation and section from the street, looking towards the ‘productive shoot’.
The ‘productive’ shoot can be loaded on the
1st floor for vegetables and the 2nd floor for
fish. Both shoots can then be accesed on the
goundfloor from the inside of the block AND
on the street side. This is to provide flexibility
to the ground floor, so not all shops next to the
shoot are required to sell the produce. The
produce can be picked up from the ground
floor by authorised indivduals using a fob system, and taken to the nearest shop onsite.

unit.

DIAGRAMS OF THE BELL SIPHON
CYCLE
The bell siphon goes through four stages as the water
continiously enetrs the growbed.
1. Filling
2. Water Lock
3. Draining
4 Breaking the siphon
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This is constantly occouring within the system creating a
cyclical rhythm of water fluctuation.

1.10 SECTION OF THE BELL
SIPHON

1.10 SECTION OF THE BELL SIPHON

1. The water level oscilates
2. The Media filter that allows water and oxygen to enter
deep into the grow bed, and prevents unwanted media
into the bell siphon.
3. A small hole to allow water into the bell.
4. The Bell
5. Stand pipe
6. Pipe elbow
7. Water flow to the intermediate storage sump tank.

VARYING ZONES
OF SATURATION
DRY ZONE

4

INTERMITTENT ZONE
- WHERE NITRITE
IS CINVERTED INTO
NITRATE BY NITRIFYING
BACTERIA
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SATURATED ZONE
- WHERE AMMONIA
IS CONVERTED INTO
NITRITE BY NITRIFYING
BACTERIA
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WATER MANAGEMENT
1.100 ELEVATION OF THE WATER
TOWER

ARCHIPONICS IN SYMBIOSIS WITH
THE ENVIRONMENT

The water tower is where water is collected and stored
unitl it is needed in the system. It is a prominant architectural feature in the urban landscape.
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^ The diagram shows the ‘journey of
water’ through the building from Rain
to Reed. A key idea is that water is
‘borrowed’ from the ecosystem and
is returned back to the water table
cleansed and replenished.

> This diagram demonstrates the
‘moment’ in which the water is
borrowed from the ecosystem and
contained within the architectural
structure.
As an architect this poses a whole
new way of thinking about architectural structures, as places that
temporily contain environmental
moments.
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WATER MANAGEMENT

WATER MANAGEMENT

1.50 SECTION THROUGH THE
RAINWATER CISTERN & THE
ELEVATOR SHAFT

1.50 SECTION THROUGH THE
REEDBED

SEDUM ROOF
SLOPING ROOF TOWARDS SOUTH, ASSISTS WATER
FLOW
Erosion control (jute mesh)
150mm Growth medium
Filter Fabric
Drainage layer 50mm
Aluminium Curb
Protection Layer
Root Barrier
Waterproof membrane
Stone Ballast
Gravel trough
Drain with ballast guard

PLANT
Phragmites australis, Phalaris arundinacea - the Reed
species employed for water cleansing.
BED
GRADUATED SAND AND GRAVEL BED
TOP TO BOTTOM
250mm 25-30mm Diameter
150mm 30 -40 mm Diameter
250 mm40 - 50mm Diameter
GEO-MEMBRANE PLASTIC SHEETING
CONCRETE LINING
HELPS TO HOLD BACK THE BANK.

The water flow through the sedum bed assists with the
water clensing process.
WATER TANK
380mm concrete container for water.
Jagged fiberglass bottom - (to catch sediment)
Drain with ballast guard
Aluminium drain fixing
Fuchia PVC piping to sump tank.
LIFT SHAFT
Concrete lift shaft for access to all floors (G, 1 & 2)
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THE SOCIAL ‘COGS’ OF
PRODUCTIVITY IN AQUACULTURE
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AQUACULTURE

AQUADWELLING

THE AQUACULTURE APP

This diagram demonstrates the imagined communication between different
members of the community, who use the AquaCulture site, from living in an
AquaDwelling to owning an allotment. They are all important members of the
community who contribute to the ‘cogs’ of productivity.

This diagram shows the key connections the Key Gardener has with their
neighbors and the archiponic systems. They monitor all the systems through
observation, and testing. In doing so they communicate and with and create
stronger connections with their neighbors, and ensure an agricultrally productive system. The key gardeners are essential for keeping the archiponics
system in the dwelling functioning to its maximum efficiency.

Images showing the proposed interface of the Granton wide Aquaculture
app. Demonstrating how occupants and locals could communicate with
each other and ask for assitance/offer help, which would act as a platform
for facilitating personal meet ups and strengthening community connections.
App design in collaboration with Danielle Olds.
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TYPOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
PHASE 2

1

2

3

4

There were four key phases of design development
to arrive at the current proposal for AquaCulture.

TYPOLOGICAL DEVELOPMENT

1. Applying aquaponics into an architectural typology.
2. Adapting that knowledge specifically to a typology
appropriate to Granton
3.Developing these ideas
4.Defining an appropriate aesthetic sensitive to the
context of Granton.
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See pages 95 - 103 of the Reasearch and Development
booklet for a more detailed narrative of the typological
development.

^ The initial form within the urban context was a bit too
oppresive.

PUBLIC/COMMERSE
^ An early plan design, showing the rather
segregated arrangement of the aquaponic
components. Diagram not to scale.

CIRCULATION/FLOWS
PLANTING
WATER BODY
FISH HABITAT

Image showing a collage of the early vision of
AquaCulture.
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TYPOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
PHASE 3

1

< During this phase the pipes became slightly
messy as I was evolving the spatial distribution
of components. The design was ultimately
guided by the most efficient flow between the
components.
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TYPOLOGICAL EXPLORATION
PHASE 4 - FINAL DESIGN

1

2

3

4

< Diagram showing the final existing plan,
annotated to show the pipes, circulation,
growbeds, fish tanks and sump tanks on the
fist level of of the dwelling. The thin pink lines
show the pipe organisation, in this design they
are more ordered and refined.

PUBLIC/COMMERSE
CIRCULATION/PIPES
PLANTING
WATER BODY
FISH HABITAT
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